Art World

Art Industry News: The Louvre Must Race to Buy a Rembrandt Masterpiece Before It Leaves France Forever + Other Stories
Plus, Dia will preserve Nancy Holt's Sun Tunnels and a sculptor turns Steve Jobs and other tech titans into classical-style sculptures.
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Art Industry News is a daily digest of the most consequential developments coming out of the art world and art market. Here's what you need to know this Wednesday, April 24.

ART MARKET

Sotheby's Will Offer Edward Hopper's Ode to Shakespeare – Edward Hopper's Shakespeare at Dusk (1935), which features the playwright's statue in Central Park, is heading to auction at Sotheby's American art sale in New York on May 2. The painting carries a $7 million to $10 million estimate.

Alexander Gray Adds Teresa Burga to Its Roster – The veteran conceptual artist, who gained attention late in life, has nabbed her first New York gallery in Alexander Gray Associates. The 84-year-old artist, who is based in Lima, Peru, will continue to be represented by Galerie Barbara Thumm in Berlin. (ARTnews)